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Abstract 
Besides the conventional public opinion pollsters, mass media have also been long to be another significant player in 
Indonesian polling activities. The numerous players of mass media in conducting polling since 1987, and the high 
intensity of media polling publications, have raised the question whether the media polling reflects the so-called the 
so far has 
not been reliable instrument to reflect Indonesian voice of the people. The built-in advantages of media polling are, 
such as, fast, timely, low marginal cost per completed response, as well as the enlivening news value which presents 
the most popular society responses to such issue; in the context of contemporary Indonesia, however, the media 
polling has a problem of representativeness to demonstrate the public voice. Moreover, as most of the media pollsters 
are lack of proper methodology in polling works, media polling has only been trustworthy to be a curiosity fulfiller. 
At the moment, instead of being a vox populi mirror, media polling may be seen as a solely public entertainer. 
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1. Introduction 
 In preserving sustainability of democracy, polling keeps the gold standard for measuring people  
opinions. Public opinion polling is also considered as the heart of democracy by providing a powerful 
technique for ensuring the openness and transparency of the democratic process (Brady 2000, p. 47). [1] 
In the context of contemporary Indonesian democracy, polling is not a new phenomenon. Both 
conventional polling and media polling mushroomed following the collapse of Suharto regime in 1998. 
This paper focuses on the development of media polling in the country. The term of media polling in 
the paper refers to polling conducted by mass media utilizing telephone, SMS (Short Message Service) 
and internet. The analysis does not include all the media polling utilizing random sampling and face-to-
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face interview. In particular, the paper does not classify such face-to-face interview polling of Kompas 
Daily Newspaper, joining polling as Tempo magazine and such pollsters. I also need to mention that the 
terms of polling or polls and survey are interchangeable as both are similar. The distinction between the 
polling and survey is merely in the number of issues of the excavation process of public opinion. Polling 
contains single issue, while the survey contains plural ones. 
Previous studies addressing the topic of public opinion polling in Indonesia focused mostly to polling 
performances in predicting election results in 1999 and 2004 [2] the mushrooming of political polling at 
the national level [3] and the increasing role that pollsters play as professional polls-based political 
consultants [4] as well as the growing of political marketing in the national political arena which has been 
increasing considerably. [5] Those studies emphasized the presence of pollsters and the impacts to 
Indonesian political dynamics and democracy. Although, the involvement of polling and pollsters at the 
politically vibrant national and local levels was headline-grabbing, those studies, however, paid less 
attention on how the development of media polling became players that are attempting to identify 
people  preferences and how media polling disseminate their polling results to public. For that reason, 
this paper attempts to accentuate how the development of media polling in Indonesia and to what extent 
the polling represents a so-called public preference. 
In this paper, I argue that, although, the media polling has some advantages, such as low-cost, high 
news value and fast to capture public pulse, we should be careful, however, to read their polling results in 
the context of Indonesia. Mass media polling has serious problems to represent public  preference and 
attitude. Moreover, despite of publicly accessible and lofty, mass media polling might currently be seen 
as solely a public entertainer, instead of symbolizing the so-called vox populli. 
2. Brief History  
2.1. The Early Polls 
History of the media polling cannot be separated from that of public opinion polling in general. In 
Indonesia, public opinion polling, in fact, has the origin in Indonesian political history since the 1960s, in 
line with the rise of Suharto's' New Order regime, and it mushroomed following the fall of Suharto regime 
in 1998. In public opinion polling history of Indonesia, Karl D. Jackson seems to be the first scientist who 
individually conducted polling activity in the country. That polling was an academic purposed to 
investigate the relationship of traditional authority, Islam and rebel in political behaviour. [6] 
However, the first well-known example of public opinion polling player in Indonesia was PT Suburi, 
an NGO of Asia research organization which primarily focused on business research related to national 
development of New Order regime. PT SUBURI was founded in 1967 and started to perform the surveys 
for various foreign institutions and also some Indonesian ministries. PT. Suburi got funding both from 
overseas and national agencies. Among many polling done by PT Suburi, a pre-election survey was done 
by the agency to gauge public perceptions in Jakarta, West Java, Central Java and East Java in 1972. This 
survey was to assess popularity of many prominent names of Indonesian leaders. Among 53 survey 
questions, the surveys provided one question (question number 38) related to characteristic of leadership 
(sifat-sifatnya dalam menjalankan kepemimpinan). Wording in the questionnaires put Suharto at number 
three among the other eight names of Indonesian important persons. Surprisingly, this polling 
questionnaire had sparked outrage from the Task Force Intelligence of Diponegoro Division of 
Indonesian Army (TNI AD, Tentara Natsional Angkatan Darat); it accused PT Suburi  survey was part 
of espionage and classified it as a strategic intelligence act. [7] This matter of national leadership brought 
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about the pollster to the accusation of so-called subversion. Consequently, Home Minister Amir Mahmud 
revoked licenses and closed PT. Suburi. [8] 
The early development of public opinion polls or surveys had raised political debate at the beginning 
of its birth. In this era, polling related to politics and leadership of the New Order considered as a political 
activity against the New Order. The Suburi case was a dying-young of public opinion polling works in the 
country. 
2.2. Media Polling under Suharto Regime 
Among the first media polling works under Suharto regime were 2 pollings done by mass media. The 
former was polling conducted by Matra magazine in 1987 and the latter was polling carried out by 
Tabloid Monitor in 1990. Publications of polling results from those two mass media raised controversy in 
the community as shown in the following table. 
 
Tabel 1. Surveys in the New Order Era 
Year The Institutions Theme  Response 
1987 Matra Magazine Popularity; Behavior of 
Jakarta People. 
People protested the magazine. 
The regime warned the editor. 
1990 Monitor Tabloid Popularity Regime accused the polling as 
subversive (subversion), the 
magazine to be closed, the editor 
went to jail 
Source: [9] 
 
In the first polling, the magazine focused on the trend of man-woman relations in Jakarta, which 
resulted "one among 3 Jakarta's gentlemen has other woman". This publication created debate in Jakarta 
society, who complained that the report did not reflect the reality. The 
publication also raised questions about the accuracy of the survey methodology, the data collecting and 
the analysis. 
Meanwhile, the Monitor Tabloid in its polling tracked the most admired person of its readers. The 
tabloid published the polls conclusion in 15 October 1990 under the banner of "Amazed 5 Million"; it 
listed the rank of the most admired names in the country as follows: (1) President Soeharto (President of 
Republic of Indonesia), (2) Prof. Habibie (The Minister of Research and Technology); (3) Sukarno (the 
first President of Republic of Indonesia); (4) Iwan Fals (Male Singer); (5) KH Zainuddin MZ (Islamic 
Kyai); (6) General Try Sutrisno (Army general); (7) Saddam Hussein (the late President of Iraq); (8) Ny 
Hardiyanti Indrarukmana (Daughter of President Soeharto); (9) Harmoko (Minister of Information); (10) 
Arswendo Atmowiloto (The Monitor Tabloid  Editor); (11) Prophet Muhammad SAW; and (12) 
Christine Hakim (Female Actress). As shown, this polling result listed Prophet Muhammad SAW in 11th 
place, one notch after the editor. As a result, the polling of Monitor Tabloid was triggering protests from 
Muslim organizations and causing many activists went to streets for demonstrations and provoking people 
shattered the Monitor's office in Jakarta. Some Muslim leaders even demanded the editor brought court 
and sentenced to death. At the end, the editor of the tabloid, Atmowiloto, went to jail. The court finally 
prosecuted and sentenced Atmowiloto five years in prison; but, he was released after serving four years. 
The editor was also banned from all sorts of journalism positions, including his membership in the 
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Indonesian Journalists Union (PWI, Persatuan Wartawan Indonesia). At the end, Suharto regime revoked 
licenses of publication of the Tabloid. [10] 
  
2.3. Polling in the Post Suharto Era 
The number of pollsters and polling works has obviously emerged particularly after the liberalization 
of electoral politics between the three election years of 1999, 2004 and 2009. According to the Indonesian 
Association for Public Opinion Research (AROPI) and the Indonesian Association of Public Opinion 
Survey (PERSEPI), the number of pollsters increases from 6 in 1998 to more than 60 in 2008. The 
number will be extensive if we include local pollsters and pollsters of non-associations members. In this 
period, polling has been omnipresent in Indonesian democracy and, particularly, provided a unique 
insight into the process of Indonesia elections, both general and local ones. Moreover, the numbers of 
pollsters, the methodological improvement and the degree of influence in electoral politics have increased 
substantially. Later, the numbers, the variety and the intensity of the pollsters  activities have not 
only been greater than before; it also develops the new politics managed by professionals to gauge public 
opinion reflected by the surveys into account, much more than at any prior stage of Indonesian political 
history. 
According to Bestian Nainggolan (2009), a Kompas Daily researcher, there were about 100 
publications of public opinion until 2004 and it rose to about 300 publications of polling in the period 
2005-2008. There were more polling conducted during the 2004 campaign than ever and a wider variety 
of data-collection methodologies had been tried out. [11] The increased number of pollsters and the 
intensive pre-election polling activities, borrowing Meitzner words (2009), led to the so-called "polls-
fever" which, later on, d trust as an important player in 
Indonesian elections, nationally and locally. In addition, the publication of polling has been directly tested 
by the public, openly examined by the mass media and are critically discussed in academic circles. 
Indeed, the period witnessed a silent revolution that polling provided channels for ordinary citizens to be 
heard as a means of reinserting the true vox populi into political life. 
2.4. Media Polling in Post Suharto 
Media polling in post-Suharto era has different characteristics from the previous one. Most media has 
conducted the polling through the telephone, SMS and internet. Some of the media also conducted polling 
through the method, namely face-to-face interview which is excluded from this analysis. The following 
table 2 is example of polling done by media through SMS, tele-polling and online, following 2004 and 
2009 general elections. 
The number of media polling also increased, especially when there were direct elections, such as 
presidential elections in 2004 and 2009. Almost all national mass media conducted polling. Although the 
number of media pollsters is smaller than the conventional ones, on average, the publication of media 
polling was doubled when compared to that belongs to pollsters. For instance, there have been more than 
417 an internet-based polling conducted by online media, , from August 2008 until 
October 2012. [12] Other media have also composed many public opinion polling uses telephone and 
SMS. The table 2 shows the example of polling conducted by media. 
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3. The Advantage of Media Polling: the Speed, the Cost, and the News Value 
Media polling has many advantages, such as low marginal cost, robust news values and fast in 
capturing public pulse. These advantages are attractive compared to those established pollsters which, in 
reverse, much more expensive, time consuming and, sometimes, left behind media polling in the context 
of the value of the news. 
One of the attractiveness of the media polls is being low cost compared to conventional one. 
Regarding the cost needed to run mass media polling, it is cheaper than conventional polling. Since the 
means of polling are internet, SMS and telephone, the cost is much economical than the face-to-face 
interview polling.  
Unlike the media, pollsters spent hundreds millions IDR to make interviews for selected respondents 
spanning the country. Pollsters send trained interviewers across the country, pay elements, such as 
honoraria, transports expenses, accommodation cost and insurance, and give gifts to the interviewee. As a 
result, the cost for conventional polling becomes extremely pricey. In contrast, a tele-polling is 
inexpensive as the biggest expense for tele-polling spent only on call charges and interviewer fees. 
Moreover, if we make a comparison on the SMS polls and online polls, it is much cheaper. Such media 
polls were even held partnership with SMS providers, such as Telkomsel, Indosat, etc. to do the polling. 
Media even benefit from the use of SMS polls because there is distribution of the cost between media 
pollsters and cellular provider. In particular, the so-called online polling is the cheapest one compared to 
Table 2. Few Examples of Media Polling 
Mode Institution Period N 
Results 
SMS SCTV As 30 March 
2004 
195.432 Audience 
actively sent SMS to 
6666 to vote political 
parties in 2004 
election. 
Polls on political parties 
 Media Indonesia  
Detik.com 
March-April 
2004 (as 19 April 
2004) 
14.125 Polls on political parties 
Texting 
Poll 
TVOne 23 June 2009 Not Mentioned The performance of the First Round of Presidential 
Debate 
SBY 62.3, JK 23.9, Megawati 13.8 
Tele-
polling 
MARS  30.228  
 
Online 
Polling 
Bisnis Indonesia 13 February 
2009 
415 Who would be the most appropriate running mate 
for president Yudhoyono? 
JK 38.8%, Sri Mulyani 48.2%, Aburizal Bakrie 
13%. 
 Republika 27 March 2009 945 
voter list fraud made by PDIP and other parties. In 
your view what is the best course of action in 
dealing with alleged voter list fraud? Update voter 
list data 68.7%, postponed election 7.2%, hold 
election as scheduled 17.9%, Let 
 know 2.2 %. 
 Detik.com From August 
2008- October 
2012* 
 417 polling for various issues. 
Source:  [13] and * [12] 
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all kinds of polls. Costs incur to pay a person in charge who maintains a website poll. All media costs can 
be financed by sponsors who make such advertisements in the website. 
The second, the time needed to conduct polling is also shorter than that done by pollsters. Because of 
geographical difficulties and the problem of transportation spanning the country, pollsters need more than 
one week to come to the conclusion. On average, media polling spent a day until a week. Meanwhile, a 
tele-polling takes less than a week from the first step until the publication of polling outcome, and the 
online and SMS polling can be performed from 1 to 3 days. In terms of time spent, media poll is more 
effective, efficient and less time-consuming than face-to-face survey. The following is the comparison on 
time and price between media and pollster in conducting the polling. 
 
Tabel 3. The Cost and The Length of Time  
 Means  Price Length 
Mass Media SMS Less than IDR 10 Million 1-3 days 
 Tele-polling Less than IDR 100 Million 3-5 days 
 Online Less than IDR 10 Billion 1-5 days 
Pollsters Face to face interview National  300- 500 IDR Million 10-21 days 
 Province 200-300 IDR Million 3-14 days 
 District / City 50-150 IDR Million 3-14 days 
Source: [14]. [15] 
Media polling also has the advantage in the context of news values. This is related to the so-called 
news criteria, determining how prominence a news story is given by a media outlet and the attention 
given by the audience. To determine whether a potential news story has the value, journalists often look 
for one or more news values. Among the so-called news values, there are prominence, proximity, 
currency, timeliness, conflict, impact, human interest and being singular or . [16] Media polling 
can enrich criteria of prominence and the impact to audiences. Polling results improve the quality of the 
news by providing comprehensive materials to be deeply analyzed by the editor. Therefore, the readers 
have all-inclusive pictures about the news. In short, considering these three criteria, media polling has 
inherent advantages. 
4. Between Scientific and Pseudo Polling 
4.1. Towards a Scientific Media Polling  
Media polling is one among other means (opinion speeches, crowds, revolutions, strikes, elections, 
petitions, discussion rooms, coffee houses and straw polls) to measure public opinion. 
Polling was done by asking questions through sending a questionnaire to the random respondents. 
There are general steps in conducting polling as follows: (1) developing questions to be used in 
measuring position and opinion; (2) drawing probability samples that accurately represent a defined 
population; (3) data collecting/ interviewing respondents and faithfully reporting their answers; (4) 
Performing statistical analyses using standard principle and procedure; (5) Interpreting Results; (6) 
Reporting the Finding. 
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All the mentioned steps are vital in producing accurate and precise polling. The presumed scientific 
polling uses those steps. In addition, the most fundamental advance in the polling works is the use of 
scientific principles in social research, i.e. sampling methods. Sampling is the most visible point 
distinguishes polling as scientific or non-scientific one. Simply put, sampling is the method of sample 
selection utilizing the rigorous and strict technique, so that each member of the population has an equal 
opportunity to be selected, or not to be selected, as respondent. The methods can generate samples that 
represent the populations. In the society comprising thousand million of people (like Indonesia), sampling 
is not only essential, but also vital. Sampling is used to define which population is apart from the research 
focus. Regarding the process sampling frame is formed design, so that the real population is identical with 
a population of the research interest. Accordingly, there are several ways to make sampling known as 
both the non-probability sampling and the probability one. 
Most of high quality scientific polling applies the principle of probability sampling. In these methods, 
the sample is drawn before the survey, so that each person in the population has the same probability to 
be included in the sample. This path is to eliminate the possibility to have a biased sampling procedure. In 
addition, a so-called sampling is a process in which the respondents are chosen randomly by one or 
several methods. Probability sampling is the most essential principle in conducting the polls. Simply put, 
respondents were selected, solely in random. Consequently, the interviewer cannot choose the respondent 
based on their preferences, as well as the respondent cannot put themselves to be selected in the process.  
The key word in the scientific sample is that everyone within the designated group (sample frame) has 
the same opportunity of being selected. With this principle, measurements of public opinion can be 
performed by measuring the opinion of only a few people selected in random. Accordingly, there is a 
concept known as sample size  an important element to make inferences about a population from a 
sample. For example, utilizing the standard methods, around 1200 to 4000 people can be considered to 
represent the opinions of 230 million population of Indonesia. Without involving all members of the 
population, the poll results are academically considered representing the majority. 
Nonetheless, the sampling principle is the weakest aspect of the mass media in conducting polling in 
Indonesia, especially television, newspapers and a number of online media. Some of the mass media in 
Indonesia did not do proper sampling steps as respondents were not selected randomly and selectively. 
Most mass media in Indonesia utilize non-probability sampling. 
There is also a media conducting a tele-polling utilizing random principle in determining respondents. 
In the most curr  Social Punishment for The Corruptor, [17] the division of 
R&D of Kompas Daily Newspaper, for example, randomly selected a number of 739 respondents through 
a systematic sampling of the latest phone books from all over Indonesia. This polling also randomly 
selected proportional respondents in each region, with 95 percent confidence level and a margin of error 
of 3.6 percent. In this stage, we can classify this polling as an academic one. However, as we will discuss 
later, even this tele-polling cannot be considered to represent all people of the country. Fortunately, 
Kompas daily newspaper made a disclaimer that this polling was not to represent all people. 
4.2. Does Media Produce Pseudo Polling? 
Various media polling neither use probability sampling nor do such disclaimer to claim the whole 
population. Accordingly, there is a tendency that their polling claim is conducted to reflect the rest of the 
people. Such media, for example Media Indonesia (newspaper), Koran Tempo (newspaper), Jawa Pos 
(newspaper), Detik.com and Satunet.com and so forth, have used this type of method. Furthermore, most 
of the media use the SMS and the internet to hold public opinions. 
Those polling conducted by aforementioned mass media in Indonesia, methodologically speaking, is 
considered as a Self-Selected Listener Oriented Public Opinion (SLOP). It is to refer to the type of polling 
in which the sample is not selected randomly. In contrast, people decided to become respondent by 
themselves. This kind of activity is classified, borrowing Bradburn and Sudman, [18] as a pseudo polling. 
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Consequently, despite the result of mass media polling seemed to reflect public opinion, it is not so. 
Although, these polls often contain a large number of samples, as we saw at last table, without any proper 
sampling, it does not automatically reflect the opinion of the public. The polling experts, Gawiser and 
Witt (1995), highlighted this polling as only fulfilling curiosity which does not have any academic value. 
[19] 
4.2.1. The Problem of (Less) Representativeness 
Moreover, table 4 shows the value of media polling results is weak as media polling instrument in 
Indonesia using telephone interviews (tele-polling), online vote and SMS vote. Those tools are not 
considered to represent the current population of Indonesia. According to data of accessing to 
communication and information technologies, for example, in the year of 2009, tele-polling only covered 
less than 12 percent of the population. Meanwhile, polling conducted to the owner of mobile phone only 
reaches less than 62 percent of the population. If we consider an adult person has more than a mobile 
phone in his/her pocket, then, the actual number of the population is smaller than the data mentioned. In 
additional, conducting online polling has also a serious problem as there is only 12 percent of the 
population who are able to access the internet. Thus, the majority of the people are in the situation of lack 
of accessibility to computers. In short, although media polling provides information on people preference, 
it is too sloppy to consider the results as the voice of people. 
4.2.2. The Problem of Oversampling 
Table 4 also indicates that landline phone, mobile phone and internet belong to urban residents than 
those in the rural ones. It means that all modes of polling utilizing these devices face serious problems of 
oversampling on urban society. Consequently, the polling results are urban-society biased.  
Table 4. The Percentage of Household With Access to Communication and Information Technologies 
Communication and 
Information Tools/ Area Year Urban Rural Urban and Urban 
Telephone 2009 18.65 2.56 10.37 
Mobile Phone 2009 75.26 49.21 61.84 
Computer 2009 17.37 3.38 10.16 
Access to Internet 2009 20.23 3.47 11.59 
Fixed Phone 2005 - - 13.14 
Source: [20] 
5. Public Entertainer 
The terms of entertaining polling first came to the fore in 2004. Initially, the term referred to polling 
works carried out by pollsters that enlivened the first direct presidential election in Indonesia in 2004 
using several instruments, such as internet, telephone and SMS. These polling methods failed to figure 
out both the accuracy and the precision of the reality. The absolute error of their result was mostly over 
12 percent. Since then, many polling players in the country categorize this polling not only as non-
academic polling, but also as an entertainment one. The results of the survey considered only to satisfy a 
curiosity rather than mirror a reality. Hence, some counted the polling results as just an entertainment, 
nothing more. 
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The polling methodology, which is used by mass media, was not deemed credible to represent the 
public opinion survey and the results of this category were often vastly different from the direct interview 
survey using a careful and strict methodology. The weakest aspect of the mass media in conducting 
polling in Indonesia, especially television, newspapers and a number of online media, is the lack of 
strictness to polling methodology, especially, sampling method. Most of them did not do the proper 
sampling steps in which respondents were not selected randomly. The tele-polling reached the urban 
society. At the same time, everyone could be a respondent and send the answers via SMS or the answers 
were available in the polling website. In short, their technique through telephone and online did not use 
the standard of probability sampling. Regrettably, polling utilized non-probability sampling is a trend in 
the mass media in Indonesia. 
5.1. Fulfilling the Claim, Shifting to the Scientific 
The only way to develop mass media polling to be more credible in mirroring a so-called the voice of 
the people is to improve their research design. At present, a face-to-face interview, to some extent, is the 
best practice according to the current situation of Indonesia. Although, this method has disadvantages 
regarding to the cost, the speed and the need to availability of well-trained human resources in conducting 
field works, this method is the most reliable one. 
The second, mass media can still manage a telephone polling (tele-polling) although, it is limited to 
main cities and will, therefore, remain at risk of urban biased; however, as far as the mass media stage 
sampling methods strictly and make disclaimers not constitute the entire of Indonesian people, the results 
of the polling will be free from the suspicion of a so-called public lie (kebohongan publik). 
Meanwhile, to overcome those aforementioned issues, media polling should refer to multistage 
random sampling and face-to-face interview methods. The reasons are as follows. First, multi-stage 
random sampling and face-to-face interviewing are the only means to reach all segments of the population 
and solve the issue of sample representativeness (compared to the other two modes) in the current 
Indonesia. Second, face-to-face method also minimizes non-response rates caused by the sensitiveness of 
political issues in developing democratic Indonesia. Finally, learning from the result of pre-election 
polling in two national elections, face-to-face interview results are more accurate and precise compared to 
the other two (LSI, 2004, p.93-102). 
In the meantime, using SMS and online polling that mass media has been widely used, is considered 
to be far from the quality of an academic polling. Although, the SMS and online polls may still exist, 
mass media should make disclaimers about the representativeness of the public in polling they do. 
Furthermore, in conducting polling that way, mass media should be willing to have their poll is regarded 
only as entertainment. 
The problems following face-to-face methods can be solved in two ways as follows. First, mass media 
needs to cooperate with conventional pollsters to conduct polling. To reduce operational costs, the media 
can increase the margin of error of the polling. The larger margin of error, it will reduce the number of 
respondents. Consequently, this will reduce the amount of the costs. Although, to a certain extent, the 
 precision will be in flux, by using this method, the mass media will obtain the legitimacy 
of representation. The claim of representativeness is not under questions. 
 
6. Conclusion 
In keeping with sustainability and maintaining the quality of democracy in Indonesia, the 
implementation of excellent polling by mass media is both powerful and vital. Mass media is the fourth of 
the democracy pillars. Moreover, mass media polling has already had inherent advantages, such as rapid, 
inexpensive and intense news value. Therefore, the practice of excellent media polling enables the so-
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called voice of the people lying on the proper place in the whole of Indonesian political dynamics. As 
polling has raised the expectation to boost the development of democracy, polling also encourages elites 
to hear the previously neglected voices of communities. Moreover, polling facilitates political elites to 
employ polling results in creating visions and frameworks that reflect people's opinions. Last but not 
least, polling urges the government and political actors to be more responsive to popular perspectives.  
Considering the number of mass media publications and the high public access to media polling 
publications, the implementation of acceptable polling methodologies is becoming a necessity. Otherwise, 
mass media encourages not only producing misleading information, but also informing a so-called 
kebohongan publik (public lie). In the worst case, even media polling is merely regarded as an 
entertainment. 
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